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1. Profile

- Founded in early 2015

- Owned by two Danish founders

- Offices in Beirut and Tunis

- Operations across the MENA region

- Offers local solutions to global partners

Egypt

Yemen

Iraq

Syria

Jordan

Lebanon

OPT

Libya

Tunisia
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1. Profile

Local solutions

- Always based on deep understanding of local operational context 

- Always produced by people – no automatization or artificial intelligence 

Global partners

- Serving 30+ INGOs, IOs, UN agencies and their local partners

- Serving 15+ diplomatic representations and governmental institutions
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2. Analytical services

Monthly reports (subscriptions)  

- Available for Lebanon, Syria and Libya

- Cover all political, economic, humanitarian and security developments

- Contain local subsections, a range of updated maps, and future forecasts

Situation reports (on demand)

- Available for Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Iraq and Yemen

- Cover political situation, socio-economic trends and all security threats

- Contain fact boxes, actor profiles, descriptive maps, and future forecasts
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2. Analytical services

24/7 security feeds

- Available for Lebanon, Syria, Yemen and Libya

- Cover all security incidents from across the country

- Deliver push notifications, maps, pictures, and in-depth assessments

Bespoke briefings

- Available across the MENA region 

- Cover key developments and trends in a specific country/city or sector 

- Delivered in person or on call, followed by email with key takeaways 
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3. Consultancy services

Reviews

- Of entire security framework (policies, responsibilities, templates, etc) 

- Of security plans (context, threats, rules, SOPs, guidelines, etc)

- Of emergency plans (preparedness, hibernation, relocation, evacuation)

Risk assessments 

- Thorough safety inspections on the ground 

- Assessments of offices, operations, field sites and visits

- Concrete recommendations for improvements 
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3. Consultancy services

Research

- Collecting and analysing data on the ground

- Assessing and mapping local actors and trends 

- Recommending strategies, policies and initiatives 

Mission support

- Pre-departure assessments and recommendations

- Stand-by guidance on local issues

- Facilitating services by local providers
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4. Training services

Security and emergency management courses 

- How to manage security plans and procedures  

- How to manage day-to-day security responsibilities  

- How to manage emergency responses 

Personal security courses

- How to stay aware of local context and early warnings

- How to mitigate security threats and personal vulnerabilities    

- How to respond to actual security incidents    
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4. Training services

On-the-job capacity building

- Help with conducting security analysis and risk assessments 

- Help with designing and adapting security and emergency plans  

- Help with managing and monitoring day-to-day security operations  

Live drills and stress tests 

- Test organisational vulnerabilities and gaps in existing plans

- Test office and field staff responses to unannounced drills 

- Test staff responses to extreme stress situations before deployment 
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5. Contact

Visit our website: www.atlasassistance.org

Send us an email: contact@atlasassistance.org

We hope to be hearing from you!


